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Regarding the orders received, we expected a decline to ￥98.6 billion by
approximately ￥21 billion down year-on-year in the initial forecast.
However, it fell sharply to ￥72 billion eventually due to the temporary end
of LCD business for large-screen TVs and the postponement of
investment in OLED for smartphones. As for the details, we would like to
explain it on the next page.
For the net sales, although the orders of FPD-related and components,
etc. declined, the sales result was roughly in line with the initial forecast
because of a sufficient order backlog at the beginning of this FY.
The operating profit was also in line for the same reason.
Net income exceeded our initial forecast by ¥1.8 billion. This was due to a
gain on the sale of shares in 2Q.
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(Orders by segment)
For FPD, orders fell substantially year-on-year and vs. the initial forecast
due to the following factors.
① In the beginning of this FY, we recognized that LCD business for large
TVs had come to a temporary end and only some additional investments
were included in the initial forecast. However, unfortunately most of the
additional investments were postponed.
② As for OLED investment for smartphones, the investment plans of our
customers were also postponed.
③ As explained in 1Q business result presentation, there was an order
cancellation in 1Q.
For semiconductor/electronics, orders received increased year-on-year
due to the contribution of power devices, communication devices and
logic etc.
Components fell significantly year-on-year. Looking at 1Q FY2018 of the
quarterly change graph on the right of this page , you can see the amount
of components orders received is much larger than other quarters. This
was due to relatively large spot orders received in 1Q FY2018. Due to the
impact of no large-amount spot orders received and a slowdown in the
investment related to automobiles and FPDs, components fell
significantly year-on-year.
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(The net sales by segment)
For FPD, the sales fell slightly under the initial forecast because of a
sufficient order backlog at the beginning of this FY and the relatively long
lead time, which deferred the impact of FPD-related orders reduction over
2H this FY or later.
The result of overall consolidated net sales for 1H was almost as
expected.
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For the gross profit margin, excluding the impact of the contract
cancelation, it should have been 28.4% on an actual basis.
Both the gross profit margin and the operating profit margin declined
mainly due to a decline in sales.
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On the balance sheet, cash on hand and in bank and interest-bearing
debt increased substantially.
The equity ratio was 51.9% due to an increase in total assets.
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Orders received in 1H were ¥72 billion, less than the initial forecast by
¥26.6 billion.
In 2H of this FY, orders mainly for FPD are expected to fall short.For the
full year, it is expected to be ¥168 billion，¥38 billion less than the ¥206
billion initial forecast.
Due to the order backlog of and the relatively long lead time, the net sales
are expected to be ¥198 billion, ¥7 billion less than the initial forecast.
As for profit items, we revised downwards due to the impact of the
decreased sales and also the increased costs of development
investments we consist on even under the current difficult environment.
The net income is expected to be ¥10.8 billion against the initially planned
¥15.5 billion.
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As affected by the decrease in FPD-related orders and sales,
consolidated orders and sales declined year-on-year and vs. the initial
forecast.
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At the beginning of the fiscal year, in view of the following factors, the
orders for FPDs were expected to be ¥62.3 billion, ¥27 billion less than
FY2018.
① As the LCD panels manufacturers for large TVs mainly in China
started operation sequentially from 2019 to 2021,LCD business
negotiation for large TVs temporarily ended.
② Major investments in OLED for smartphones would be implemented by
our customers in FY2020 or later, since we just received the order in 3Q
FY2018.
In this 1H, along with the operation start in Chinese G10.5 LCD
manufacturers, the panel prices have been falling down dramatically to a
breakeven point and some South Korean manufacturers had to close
their factories. In such a difficult environment, some of our customers
postponed their additional LCD investment. Meanwhile, it’s unfortunate
that the OLED investment for smartphone planned by our customer was
also postponed. Including the impact of the order cancellation in 1Q, the
result of orders received in 1H was ¥7.7 billion, less than the internal
forecast by ¥22 billion.
In 2H of this FY, the investments in LCD for large TVs and OLED for
smartphones are also expected to be postponed. The full-year FPD
orders forecast is expected to be ¥31.2 billion, ¥31.1 billion lower than the
initial forecast.
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As explained earlier, the market environment for FPDs is as follows:
① The LCD investment for large TVs has temporarily ended even though
there is still a possibility of additional investment.
② The OLED investment for smartphones is temporarily slowing down,
but it is expected to continue afterwards. Unfortunately our company's
market share is not so high.
As a result, FPD sales are expected to remain low over the next two
years.
③ The panel investment is expected to be focused on OLED in the
future.
OLED is flexible and lightweight. Further evolution in OLED is expected
due to its high versatility, such as foldable displays, in-vehicle displays,
wall-hung large displays, rollable displays, etc.
In the future, we will continue to expand the OLED market for medium
and large substrates.
By taking advantage of the accumulated technologies that have led the
development of large-scale equipment, e.g. the carry technology with
extremely few particles, we will work with top manufacturers to develop
mass production equipment. We believe that these efforts would
contribute to our business performance in about two years.
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Regarding semiconductor memory, we now expect a recovery from 2H of
this FY, slower than anticipated.
There are signs on a resumption of investment.
As for NAND, a resumption of investment has been seen in top
manufacturer. Since others seem to remain cautious, we consider the full
recovery will start from the middle of this year.
As for DRAM, we are beginning to see signs of investment resumption in
each manufacturer. A full-scale recovery is expected to start from
FY2020.
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In the sputtering process for logic, which requires miniaturization due to
EUV introduction, we succeeded to be adopted by two major
manufacturers.
We are looking forward to a future growth, because both manufacturers
are considering the cutting-edge node chips as a prior investment area.
The scale of investment exceeds that of memory, and capital investment
is growing steadily. We are aiming to grow in the future by (1)
customers‘ businesses expansion (2) increasing the number of adoption
for further miniaturization processes (3) an adoption by the third
participating manufacturer.
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PCRAM has the same processing speed as DRAM and can retain
memory even when power is turned off.
Ulvac is the only equipment supplier for mass production level in the
important sputtering process of PCRAM. We have already delivered the
equipment to more than five semiconductor manufacturers, including
testing equipment.
PCRAM is expected to be used in servers, workstations, and other lowpower devices with the realization of speedy processing and low power
consumption.
It is the starting period before takeoff. We expect the growth over the
medium to long term.
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Toward the promotion of 5G/IoT, capital investment is steadily increased
for miniaturization and performance enhancement of communication
devices, optical devices, sensors, etc. We believe that this will continue in
the future.
In addition, the investment will also be expected to continue in power
devices that meet the needs of low-power consumption required in the
electrification of automobiles.
As a part in technological innovation to realize a smart society in the
future, we expect to achieve stable growth in the electronics field.
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We plan to disclose the next medium-term management plan in August,
including (1)management reforms which we have started for
management base enhancement and (2) the growth strategies as well.
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